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Performance Assessment of SageGlass®
Electrochromic Coatings and Controls
executive summary
SAGE Electrochromics, Inc. has developed an electronically switchable window glazing that saves
energy, cuts CO2 emissions and contributes to occupant comfort and productivity in buildings.
SAGE commissioned a study by Paladino and Co., an internationally recognized green building
consulting firm, to compare the energy performance of windows incorporating dynamic SageGlass®
glazings with other conventional and high performance static glazings. Each window type was
modeled in a standard eight-story office building using eQuest computer simulations based on
the ASHRAE 90.1-2007 national energy code. Analysis was conducted for three different climates:
Minneapolis, which is very cold in the winter; Phoenix, which is hot and dry; and Washington, DC,
which has a mixed hot/cold climate.
SageGlass glazing performance was evaluated by comparing annual energy use and operating costs
against the performance of static window options. The research also captured first cost savings due to
down-sized cooling equipment and estimated reductions in annual CO2 emissions.
Several key assumptions were made during performance modeling:
(1) ASHRAE 90.1-2007 was used to define the performance of a standard code-compliant
building, including minimum insulation levels, occupant load, equipment efficiencies and
schedules. The only modifications made between modeling runs were revisions of glazing
parameters enabling the comparison of SageGlass glazings to static window options.
ASHRAE standard glazings were used as the base case in each climate zone.
(2) Each window system must be capable of blocking uncomfortable glare. The SAGE glazing
system can be electronically tinted to block glare when needed, and requires no shades or
blinds. Commercial static glazing systems must include shading devices to reduce glare.
(3) SageGlass operation was modeled using integrated controls connected to building
management systems for optimum energy performance and glare management. Static
glazing systems were assumed to have manual shading devices that are pulled by building
occupants when glare becomes uncomfortable.
(4) Daylight controls and electronic dimming were included in all results (SageGlass and static
options) except for comparisons to single and double pane clear glazings, which represent
older, less energy-efficient building stock.

SageGlass Performance Summary
SageGlass glazings generate substantial energy savings and dramatically reduce a building’s peak
cooling load, reducing both annual operating costs and first costs associated with HVAC peak
capacity for all U.S. climate zones. Significant reductions in CO2 emissions correlate with building
energy savings.
Energy Savings: Table I shows minimum annual energy savings across all climate zones of
SageGlass double and triple pane glazings when compared to (1) single pane glass (common
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in existing building stock), (2) baseline ASHRAE 90.1-2007 glazing, and (3) high performance
commercial static triple panes.
Table I.
Minimum Annual Energy Savings for SAGE Dynamic Glazings
Compared to Static Commercial Glazing Types

SageGlass Double
SageGlass Triple

Static Single Pane
(no daylighting controls)
45%
53%

ASHRAE 90.1-2007

Commercial Triple

20%
34%

NA
14%

Eight story office building, 160,000 total sq. ft., 60% window-to-wall ratio

Peak Reduction: SageGlass glazing dynamically controls the amount of solar energy entering a

building, reducing air conditioning electricity demand during the hottest times of the day. Because
cooling equipment is sized to exceed peak load conditions, SageGlass can reduce cooling equipment
costs. In new construction, SageGlass can save 30 - 35% in cooling equipment costs, and in older
building retrofits with single pane glazings, SageGlass can cut equipment costs 40 - 50%.
CO2 Reduction: Utility companies run their most efficient power plants to meet base load demand

and slowly bring on less efficient, more CO2-emitting plants as demand increases. Since SageGlass
glazings reduce the load on a building during peak utility times, their use exponentially reduces
power plant emissions. SageGlass reduces peak load carbon emissions by as much as 35% in new
construction and 50% in renovation projects.

The Technological Fundamentals of SageGlass
SageGlass electrochromic (EC) coatings are applied to a single piece of glass, which is then
fabricated into an architectural insulating glass unit (IGU). The coating can be tinted or cleared
electronically to control solar heat gain and glare in buildings without ever blocking the view to the
outside. SageGlass IGUs are nearly identical in form factor to a standard IGU, except that they have
a wire exiting the IGU for electrical interconnections. The glazing can be controlled in a variety of
ways, including integrating it into the building energy management system. It takes less electricity to
operate 1500 sq.ft. of SageGlass windows than is needed to power a single 60-Watt light bulb.
Figure 1 shows what happens when electricity is
applied to SageGlass glazing. The EC coating, which
is made up of five layers, darkens as lithium ions
and associated electrons transfer from the counter
electrode (CE) to the electrochromic electrode(EC)
layer. Reversing the voltage polarity causes the ions
and associated electrons to return to their original
layer, the CE, and the glass returns to a clear state.
This solid state electrochromic reaction is controlled
through a low voltage DC power supply. It takes less
than 5V to switch the glazing.

Figure 1. SAGE thin film electrochromic stack on glass.
TC: transparent conductor, CE: counter electrode, EC: electrochromic
electrode, IC: ion conductor
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Today’s static glazings do not approach the energy
savings possible with SageGlass glazings. Each
static glazing offers the architect a single fixed
light transmission with associated fixed energy
transmission. At one extreme, the choice of high
transparency allows daylight to enter the building
at the cost of high solar heat gain and high cooling
loads. Low transparency static glazings reduce
solar heat gain but also restrict natural daylighting.
SageGlass performance is shown in Figure 3 which
compares the individual solar control coordinates
of static glazings with the wide range of SageGlass
glazing—that can tint or clear according to changing
environmental conditions to achieve optimum
energy performance.
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Figure 2 illustrates how SageGlass IGUs modulate
sunlight and solar heat. In the clear state, the
SageGlass glazing has a visible light transmission of
62% and passes 48% of the incident solar energy to
the building interior. When a low DC voltage
is applied to tint the films, the amount of incident
solar energy allowed into the building is reduced by
81%.

heat

Exterior
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Figure 2. SageGlass technology in clear and tinted states.

Figure 3. SageGlass – SHGC to VLT relationship: SageGlass glazing can be tinted from a highly transmitting
state to a very dark state to adapt to a wide range of sunlight conditions. Today’s static glazing (the individual
points on the chart) are specific to one condition and cannot be changed.
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SageGlass Control Strategies
For optimum performance there are a number of control strategies for determining when the EC
glazing should be in its darkened, clear or intermediate tinted state. The most logical means to
control tint level is to link it directly to the amount of daylight that is needed within the space.
Work at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) has shown that control algorithms based
on daylight illuminance result in the best overall annual energy performance.1 For purposes of this
modeling exercise, a 30-footcandle2 level delivered at the work surface (30” above the floor) was
determined to be ideal for an office environment where computer screens are in use.
Daylight Control: Daylighting is the synergistic control of dimmable electric lighting and

natural light from windows for maximum natural daylight and optimum energy management.
Depending on sky conditions (cloudy vs. clear), sun position and glass, a daylight sensor can
control tint level to achieve the optimum footcandle level. With overcast skies, the glass may be
cleared to admit enough daylight to achieve optimum illumination within the space. With clear
skies, the daylight sensors can darken or partially tint the IGUs to limit daylight to obtain the same
30-footcandle target, while concurrently reducing solar gain.
Schedule Control: SageGlass glazing can also be controlled based on the time of year and

amount of solar energy that is desired to pass into the space. During summer, blocking solar gain
may reduce the load on building air conditioning systems. Conversely, allowing needed solar
gain during winter will reduce energy needed to heat the building. Thus, seasonal variation in
combination with daylighting controls can secure an optimal energy performance of the glass façade
with SageGlass glazing.
Glare Control: SageGlass glazing can directly control glare in a space. Glare causes visual

discomfort and reduces contrast at the workplane or on a computer screen due to direct solar
irradiation. Tinting the glass fully (to 3.5% VLT or less) will achieve occupant comfort in direct
sunlight or when exposed to intense reflected light. By allowing the user to control SageGlass
glazing through a timed override, the offending window zone can be tinted while allowing other
panes to permit daylighting
in the space and/or heat the
building during the winter
(Figure 4.).

Figure 4. Conference room with zoned SageGlass windows block the sun’s glare but allow
in sufficient daylight to illuminate the room without the use of artificial lights.

SageGlass glazing’s
electronic control can
automatically adjust the
tint when conditions
change, unlike manual
blinds that are rarely
optimally controlled by
users. For this reason,
manual blinds cannot be
adequately deployed for
energy efficiency, while
electronically controlled
systems, such as SageGlass,
can be optimally set by
building management
systems.

1 R. Sullivan, E.S. Lee, K. Papamichael, M. Rubin, and S. Selkowitz, “Effect of Switching Control Strategies on the Energy Performance of Electrochromic
Windows”, LBL-35453, April 1994.
2 Horizontal Illuminance level for spaces with intense VDT usage - IESNA Lighting Handbook 9th Edition
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SageGlass glazing can also use the input from occupancy sensors in offices and conference rooms
to override other control strategies (such as glare control or daylighting control). When spaces are
vacant, sensors can, in addition to switching off lights, reset SageGlass from glare control mode to
energy savings mode (based on schedule control): clear in winter and fully tinted in summer.
In this study, the SageGlass glazings were optimally controlled in each of the climate models for
maximum energy performance by combining daylight control and seasonal schedule. When glare
control is added to the control sequence, there are times of year in which glare overrides optimal
tinting of the glass. This occurs mainly in the seasons when the glass should be clear or partially
tinted to optimize daylighting, but sometimes needs to be completely tinted to control glare. Per
simulation results, the energy use impact of adding glare control ranges from +2% to -0.4% based on
climate. By comparison, static glazings with manual shades for glare control increase building energy
use 5-6%. This is described in more detail below.
Energy Impact from Glare Control: To determine the energy impact of glare on a space when

using SageGlass, the number of hours that glare control is required was determined based on the
hours that direct sun was incident on the work surface. The table below indicates the total number
of winter and summer hours that require glare control with SageGlass per zone of the building for
different climates. The corresponding energy impact from glare control is also listed in Table 2 below.
Table 2.
Calculated impact of glare control for SageGlass glazing.
Climate
Washington DC
Minnesota
Phoenix

Zones

No: of hours with glare control
Summer

Winter

East/ West

25

20

South

59
40
122
48
138

191
230
450
324
323

East/ West
South
East/ West
South

Increase in Energy
Use

Increase in Energy
Cost

1%

0.60%

2.0%

2.3%

-0.4%

-0.6%

Energy Impact from Manual Blinds: Similarly, the energy impact of using manual blinds was

determined based on the findings from the study Manual vs. Optimal Control of Interior and Exterior
Blinds carried out by the Department of Architectural Engineering, SungKyunKwan University of
South Korea, authored by Deuk-Woo Kim and Cheol-Soo Park3.

This study shows that user-controlled manual blinds have a substantial impact on daylight energy
savings4. As blinds are typically controlled manually, they are deployed based on extreme conditions,
such as being closed when glare is present, and are rarely re-opened at the optimized time when glare
control is no longer needed. The study indicates that manual blinds can negatively impact the energy
savings associated with daylighting strategies from 0% (blinds completely raised) to 100% (blinds
down and closed), depending on the number of open or closed blinds, and the angle of the blinds. In
other words, maximum daylight energy savings is achieved when the manual blinds are completely
raised, and zero daylight energy savings result when the manual blinds are completely lowered and
closed.
3 Kim, D-W, and Park, C-S, “Manual vs. Optimal Control of Exterior and Interior Blind Systems”, Eleventh International IBPSA Conference, Glasgow, Scotland,
July 27-30, 2009.
4 Daylight energy savings: when daylight strategies are employed, energy is saved from reduced artificial lighting and the associated reduction in cooling
energy.
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To determine the impact of blinds, a control strategy was assumed in energy modeling runs that
there was an equal percentage of down and closed blinds, raised blinds, and down blinds with the
vanes open at various angles. Using this control assumption, the mid-point in lighting and cooling
energy use from a modeling run that contains no daylighting control savings and a modeling run
with daylighting control savings was used to determine the energy impact from glare control using
manual blinds. This indicates a 50% reduction in daylighting energy savings (lighting and cooling
energy savings associated with reduced artificial light use) and a slight increase in heating energy
savings. We estimate 5-6% more energy consumption for static glass with manual blinds compared
to the case of static glass with no blinds. There will be little to no change in the cooling energy use
in the space due to manual blinds (unlike exterior shades or integrated blind systems)5 as the heat is
already in the space.

Energy Analysis Parameters
Model Configuration
The energy model developed for this study assumed a standard U.S. office building configuration.
The building model assumes a 15-ft. perimeter open office space surrounding a 40-ft. deep core.
The resulting section of 70 feet allows for the maximum amount of workers to be located within the
daylight zone of the building, while elevators, restrooms, stairways, equipment rooms, and conference
areas are located within the non-daylit core of the building. The building consists of 20,000-sq.-ft.
floor plates, contains eight total floors and has 160,000 total sq. ft. The total glazing area was 37,500
sq. ft. Building orientation was set such that the long side faced east/west with a window-to-wall ratio
of 60%. Total plug loads for an office building were assumed to be 0.75 watts per sq. ft, representing
typical office loads of computers, task lamps, copiers and other standard office equipment.
The national energy code, ASHRAE 90.1-2007, was used to define the minimum code compliant
baseline, as it is the most widely adopted energy code standard. It provides minimum insulation
levels for the envelope, mechanical efficiency requirements and maximum lighting power densities.
Thus, the building modeled represents the minimum code compliant building that can be
constructed today. This energy code represents a leap forward in energy performance compared
to the typical building stock today. Several studies indicate that the ASHRAE 90.1-2007 is roughly
20-30% more efficient than buildings constructed 20 years ago. For a complete list of modeling
assumptions, please see Appendix A.

Climate Zone Modeling Impact
The maximum energy impact of SageGlass is determined by the climate zone in which the building
is located. Three climate zones were simulated to show the extreme conditions found within the U.S.
to demonstrate the range of performance offered by the use of SageGlass and associated daylighting
controls.
Phoenix, Ariz., was simulated to represent a hot, dry climate in which daylight is prevalent and a
cooling load is dominant throughout the year. Minneapolis, Minn., was simulated to represent a cold
climate that is heating load dominated. Washington, D.C., was used to represent a composite climate
that has both extreme heating and cooling seasons.

Glazing Performance
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 offers various minimum performance values for glass for each climate zone
located within the U.S. These performance values are determined by the needs of the climate and are
5 In case of interior blinds, solar radiation passing through the window is distributed on internal surfaces (wall, floor, ceiling, slats, furniture), and the
effect of blocking solar radiation is not significant compared to the exterior blinds.
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established as the optimal static level. The critical values that are set by ASHRAE include both the
solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) and the U-value of the glass. The SHGC is the fraction of incident
solar radiation allowed to pass through the glass while the U-factor expresses the overall heat flow
through the IGU (Btu/hr.-sq.-ft.-°F) for a 1-degree-Farenheit difference between indoor and outdoor
temperatures.
In a cold climate like Minneapolis’, a lower U-value is desired to offset heat loss through direct
conduction, though a high SHGC is also desired, as solar gain helps passively heat the building. In
Phoenix, a low SHGC is required to attenuate the intense sun and limit solar gain, though a higher
U-value is allowed as the temperature difference between the interior and exterior is relatively small
when compared to cold climates. For Washington D.C., the code offers the best static condition
between both solar gain and conduction, though neither is suited ideally for the extremes of the
climate.
The third performance target desired by architects and engineers is Visual Light Transmission (VLT).
The higher the VLT percentage, the greater amount of natural daylight allowed to enter the space and
the clearer the views to the outside. High VLT values exhibited by clear glass are optimal to daylight
a building. Low VLT values are the result of tinting, reflectance, or low-e coatings that have been
applied to the glass to limit solar heat gain or decrease the U-value of the glass.
Thus, in ASHRAE 90.1-2007 code performance targets for both SHGC and U-value impact the
specification of clear glass desired to daylight a building. Architects often specify clear glass to
maximize views to the outside at the expense of an energy penalty in either SHGC or U-value that
must be offset by other systems in
the building. VLT values for each of
Table 3.
the climates modeled in this study
Glazing performance per ASHRAE 90.1-2007 and actual SageGlass
represent values that can be achieved
characteristics
with static glass while hitting the
SHGC
U-Value
VLT
SHGC and U-values dictated by
ASHRAE 90.1-2007.
Phoenix, AZ
0.25
0.75
40%
Table 3 shows the Center of Glass
(COG) performance levels for
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 code specified
static glass per climate zone and
SageGlass performance for both tinted
and clear states used in the eQuest
energy modeling.

Washington, DC
Minneapolis, MN
SageGlass Double Pane
(Argon)
SageGlass Triple Pane
(Argon)

Clear
Tinted
Clear
Tinted

0.4
0.4
0.48
0.09
0.38
0.05

0.55
0.55
0.29
0.29
0.14
0.14

40%
40%
62%
3.5%
52%
2.9%

Energy Modeling Protocol
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Appendix G represents the most prevalent standard for determining building
energy performance. The code requires that two models are run to compare a minimum code
compliant building (a baseline model) against a proposed building (design case). The protocol
requires that occupancy, plug loads and annual operating hours remain constant. All results
indicated in this report were validated using eQuest v3.63 that is a DOE-2 compliant modeling
program allowed by Appendix G.
Various parametric modeling simulation runs were completed to demonstrate performance levels for
different control strategies of SAGE EC windows. Table 4 below describes the variances between the
modeling runs as allowed by Appendix G. As daylighting and glare controls are integrated into all
SageGlass results, data for static glazings should include these options where appropriate. For runs
1 and 2 in Table 4 below, it is assumed that single and double pane clear glass are only used in older
buildings without daylighting controls. ASHRAE 90.1-2007 glazings in runs 3 and 4 were analyzed
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with and without daylighting controls and manual blinds. Higher performing static glazings in
modeling runs 5 and 7 also included daylighting controls and interior manual shading devices.
Table 4.
Performance modeling simulations runs.
Modeling Run

Application of ASHRAE Standard

Glazing Characteristics

Run 1: Single pane clear

Based on climate specific ASHRAE requirements for an office occupancy except glazing

COG U-val=1.03, SHGC=0.82, Tvis=0.89

Run 2: Double pane clear

Same as Run 1

COG U-val=0.48, SHGC=0.76, Tvis=0.81

Run 3: ASHRAE

Based on climate specific ASHRAE requirements for an office occupancy including
glazing

Washington DC: COG U-val=0.55, SHGC=0.40, Tvis=0.4
Minneapolis: COG U-val=0.55, SHGC=0.40, Tvis=0.4
Phoenix: COG U-val=-0.75, SHGC=0.40, Tvis=0.4

Run 4: ASHRAE + DL + manual
blinds

Same as Run 3 with daylight controls and
manual blinds for glare control

Washington DC: COG U-val=0.55, SHGC=0.40, Tvis=0.4
Minneapolis: COG U-val=0.55, SHGC=0.40, Tvis=0.4
Phoenix: COG U-val=-0.75, SHGC=0.40, Tvis=0.4

Run 5: Commercial static double Same as Run 1 with daylight controls and
(air) + DL + manual blinds
manual blinds for glare control

Washington DC: COG U-val=0.29, SHGC=0.38, Tvis=0.71
Minneapolis: COG U-val=0.29, SHGC=0.38, Tvis=0.71
Phoenix: COG U-val=-0.29, SHGC=0.28, Tvis=0.62

Run 6: SAGE double with argon
+ DL + manual blinds

SageGlass double-pane with daylight + glare
controlling the glass during the summer and
only glare controlling the glass during the
winter

Clear state: COG U-val=0.29, SHGC=0.48, Tvis=0.62
Tint State: COG U-val=0.29, SHGC=0.09, Tvis=0.035

Run 7: Commercial static triple,
argon + DL + manual blinds

Same as Run 1 with daylight controls and
manual blinds for glare control

COG U-value=0.12, SHGC=0.33, Tvis=0.55

Run 8: SAGE triple with argon + SageGlass triple-pane with daylight + glare
DL + glare control
controlling the glass during the summer and
only glare controlling the glass during the
winter

Clear state: COG U-val=0.136, SHGC=0.382, Tvis=0.523
Tint State: COG U-val=0.136, SHGC=0.053 Tvis=0.029
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Conclusions
In conclusion, this study shows that windows with SageGlass glazings:
••

generate substantial energy savings;

••

dramatically reduce the peak cooling load of a building;

••

provide glare control that improves occupant comfort without a significant energy penalty;

••

significantly reduce CO2 emissions; and

••

outperform high performance double and triple static glazing options.

The following graphs illustrate the level of energy and chiller cost reduction (for a large office
building with 60% window-to-wall ratio) that can be achieved using SageGlass in comparison to
current commonly specified glass types in commercial buildings.
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Figure 5. Washington, D.C. - Energy use and chiller cost for different glass types.
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Figure 6. Minneapolis, Minn. - Energy use and chiller cost for different glass types.
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Figure 7. Phoenix, Ariz. - Energy use and chiller cost for different glass types.
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Appendix A: Detailed Simulation Input Values:
Office Building
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Description

Reference in ASHRAE
Standard 90.1-2007

# of floors

8

-

Floor dimension

70’ by 285’

-

Building gross floor area

159,600 sq. ft.

-

Floor-to-floor height

12’

-

Floor-to-ceiling height

9’

-

Window height

7.2’

-

Window sill height

1.6’

-

Window-exterior wall-ratio

60%, at all levels and four elevations

-

Roof U-value

0.048 for DC (Zone 4A) Phoenix (Zone 2B) and Minneapolis (Zone
6A), insulation entirely above deck

Exterior wall U-value

0.064 for DC (Zone 4A) 0.124 for Phoenix (Zone 2B), and 0.064
for Minneapolis (Zone 6A), steel-framed exterior walls

Floor U-value

0.038 for DC (Zone 4A) and 0.052 for Phoenix (Zone 2B), 0.038
for Minneapolis (Zone 6A), steel-joist floors

Category

Building Envelope

Slab-on-grade floor F-factor

0.73, 6” concrete with no insulation for DC (Zone 4A) and Phoenix
(Zone 2B),
0.54, 6” concrete with no insulation for Minneapolis (Zone 6A)

Window assembly U-value

0.55 for both DC (Zone 4A) and Minneapolis (Zone 6A), and 0.75
for Phoenix (Zone 2B)

Window assembly SHGC

0.40 for both DC (Zone 4A) and Minneapolis (Zone 6A), and 0.25
for Phoenix (Zone 2B)

Shading devices

None

Table 5.5 and Table
G3.1 (5)
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Category

Description

Reference in ASHRAE
Standard 90.1-2007

HVAC systems
System Type

#7 – VAV with reheat

Fan control

VAV
Table G3.1.1

Cooling type

Chilled water

Heating type

Hot water gas boiler

Economizers

Included for and Phoenix (Zone 2B), 0.038 for Minneapolis (Zone
6A), not included for DC (Zone 4A)
G3.1.2.6

Economizer high-limit shut-off

75 F (Zone 2B) and 70 F (Zone 6A)

Supply air temperature

55F/95F, reset based on minimum cooling conditions; Delta 5F

G3.1.2.8 and
G3.1.3.12

Continuous whenever spaces are occupied;
Fan system operation

Cycled on to meet heating and cooling loads during unoccupied
hours

G3.1.2.4

Supply fan volume

Calculated by eQuest

-

Fan power

Calculated based on supply/return air volume

G3.1.2.9

VAV minimum flow set point

0.4 cfm/sq. ft.

G3.1.3.13

VAV fan part-load performance

Using part-load fan power equation

Table G3.1.3.15

Number and type of chillers

2 screw chillers

Table G3.1.3.7

Chiller capacity

Sized by eQuest

-

Chiller efficiency

4.9 COP

Table 6.8.1C for
screw chillers of
150 ton to 300 ton
capacity each
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Category
Chilled water supply /return
temperature

Description
44 F/56 F, supply temperature reset based on outdoor dry-bulb
temperature

Reference in ASHRAE
Standard 90.1-2007
G3.1.3.8 & G3.1.3.9

Primary/secondary system, two primary pumps and one
secondary loop pump
Chilled water pumps

VSD on the secondary loop pump

G3.1.3.10

Pump power = 22W/gpm
Number and type of Boilers

2 gas boilers

G3.1.3.2

Boiler capacity

Sized by eQuest

-

Boiler efficiency

80% for capacity more than 2,500 kBtu/h

Table 6.8.1F

Hot water supply/return
temperature

180 F/130 F, supply temperature reset based on outdoor dry-bulb
temperature

G3.1.3.3 & G3.1.3.4

Primary-only system
Hot water pumps

2 primary pumps with VSD

G3.1.3.5

Pump power = 19 W/gpm
Heat rejection
Condenser water loop
Condenser water pump

One axial fan cooling tower, 2-speed fans
Tower water entering temperature: 85F

G3.1.3.11

leaving temperature: 70 F
One single-speed pump for each chiller
Pump power = 19W/gpm

Occupant density

ASHRAE 62.1-2004 default occupant densities

-

Outdoor air rate

20 cfm/person

-

Heating set point

70 F, and 64 F during unoccupied hours

Assumed

Cooling set point

76 F, and 82 F during unoccupied hours

Assumed
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Category

Reference in ASHRAE
Standard 90.1-2007

Description

Lighting and Receptacle loads
1.1 w/sq. ft
LPD

1.5 W/sq. ft. for mechanical/electric rooms
0.9 W/sq. ft. for rest rooms

Space-by-space
method in Table
9.6.1

1.3 W/sq. ft. for lobbies
Receptacle loads

0.75 W/sq. ft.

Table G-B of ASHRAE
90.1-2004 User’s
Manual

Domestic Hot Water System
Water heating equipment

Four 100-gal gas storage water heaters, one for two
floors

Assumed

Heating capacity/ Tank volume

Sized by eQuest based on the water use assumption of
1 gal/person/day

-

Thermal efficiency

80%

Table 7.8

Tank standby loss

1.27 kBtu/h

Table 7.8 for heater
capacity more than
75,000 Btu/h
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Appendix B: Modeling Results by Climate

5460

4932

5055

4231

ASHRAE + DL + Manual Blinds

Commercial static double glazing (SHGC=0.38) + DL + Manual
Blinds

SageGlass double pane -12mm Argon (Summer-switching
controlled by daylight lvl; Winter - switching OFF)+DL + Glare
Control

Commercial static triple glazing (SHGC=0.33) + DL + Manual
Blinds

SageGlass triple pane-12mm Argon (Summer - switching
controlled by daylight lvl; Winter - switching OFF)+ DL + Glare
control

4

5

6

7

8

6532

26.4

31.6

30.8

34.1

39.8

40.8

41.5

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

** Calculated using Portfolio Manger's Emissions calculation methodology

205,857

259,555

222,526

269,162

284,622

298,840

333,954

384,095

Annual
Operating
Cost ($)2

* Source: Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association - http://tristate.apogee.net/cool/cmnch.asp

* Includes chiller, cooling tower with pump, piping and installation cost

6363

ASHRAE

3

6645

Double-pane clear

2

55.9

kBtu/sf/yr

Mbtu

8949

EUI

Total

Annual site Energy

Single-pane clear

Runs

1

Run
no

Energy Analysis: Energy, Cost and Emissions Data

WASHINGTON, D.C.

527

666

564

681

689

725

821

873

kW

Elec

274

343

297

354

359

366

429

465

tons

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

53%
34%
19%

177,982

222,950

192,977

229,775

233,025

237,900

278,850

302,250

Chiller Cost
($)*
Cooling

Peak Demand

41%
24%
20%

522477.4

657234.2

573667.7

686755.3

740322.7

774638.2

855411.0

1016151.4

Annual
CO2
Emissions
(kG) **

886,238

1,148,663

928,486

1,172,244

1,188,484

1,263,476

1,484,604

1,597,522

kWh

0.15774

11,654

11,354

17,150

14,600

23,083

22,209

15,795

34,981

Therms

Nat Gas

Annual site
Elect

269,077

331,510

268,064

331,247

332,297

394,679

394,679

394,679

kWh

Electric

Lighting

383,439

383,439

383,439

383,439

383,439

383,439

383,439

383,439

kWh

Electric

Misc Equip

233,721

433,711

276,983

457,554

472,745

485,353

706,481

819,400

kWh

Electric

HVAC

9,441

9,153

14,930

12,396

20,870

19,996

13,592

32,768

Therms

Nat Gas

1,742

2,396

2,438

2,802

3,701

3,656

3,770

6,073

Mbtu

Total
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RESULTS (Washington D.C.): Savings from Various Glass Types
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Energy Analysis: Energy, Cost and Emissions Data

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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RESULTS (Minneapolis, Minn.): Savings from Various Glass Types
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Phoenix, ARIZ.
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RESULTS (Phoenix, Ariz.): Savings from Various Glass Types
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